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Parasite Management Project

Project Background

Controlling roundworms in livestock

Project ran from March to September 2019

Delivered on behalf of Farming Connect by Techion UK



Parasite Management Project

Project Aims and Objectives:  Implement on-farm changes

To work with a network of farmers throughout Wales to:

o Implement the latest advice and recommendations from 

SCOPS and COWS.

o Implement regular monitoring of worm burdens through 

FEC using the FECPAKG2 platform, which was used by each 

focus farmer.

o Test for anthelmintic resistance/efficacy. Manage 

situations where multiple resistance present.

o Improve stock performance by better managing parasite 

burdens and resistance. 

o Slow down the development of resistance to other 

wormers – especially the new 4th and 5th generation 

wormers. 



Parasite Management Project

Project Farmers

9 focus sites were recruited 

7 of the 9 sites focused on sheep – these are the focus of this webinar

Farmer Name Farm name Address County
Primary 

Focus

No. Samples 

Submitted

David Lewis Halghton Hall Bangor on Dee Wrexham Sheep 17

James Powell Dolygarn Llanbadarn Fynydd Powys Sheep 16

Irwel Jones Aberbranddu Pumsaint Carmarthenshire Sheep 19

Glyn Davies Cothivale Crugybar Carmarthenshire Sheep 10

Rhodri Lloyd-Williams Moelgolomen Talybont Ceredigion Sheep 19

Hywel Davies Celyn Mawr Llanwddyn Powys Sheep 21

Nicola Drew College Farm Trefecca Powys Sheep 16

John a Ianto Pari Fferm Carreg Plas Aberdaron Gwynedd Cattle 13

David Jones Hardwick Farm Abergavenny Monmouthshire Cattle (Dairy) 3

Gareth Thomas Tregyrnig Cemaes Bay Anglesey Cattle 3



Focus on parasite issues in spring lambs 

Nematodirus and FEC Testing

Concentrate on lambs in April and May

Nematodirus – main focus for worming 

Other worms (Strongyles) are not often considered 

at this time

2 questions that we wanted to challenge during 

this project 

1. Can we use FEC for lambs in spring?

2. Is white wormer (1BZ) the best dose to use at this 

time of year?



Nematodirus Life Cycle

Associated 

with spring

Autumn as well 

– 2nd hatch



What to consider?

History of the fields they are grazing

Age of lambs and condition

Clinical signs (intense scour, dehydrated with tucked up bellies, sudden deaths)

Use the SCOPS Nematodirus forecast to help

www.scops.org.uk

http://www.scops.org.uk/


Q1.  Can we use FEC for lambs in spring?

Many advise not to test at this time of year 

Risk of disease before Nematodirus eggs appear

Our answer:-

Yes we can –however care needs to be taken when interpreting results. 

FEC will detect when adults are present - but problems can occur before then –

we may need to dose at low or zero FEC. (Interpretation is the key – consider 

other factors.)

BUT — eggs can appear before clinical signs show up and/or during low risk 

periods. FEC results have often helped trigger an earlier treatment, avoiding 

potential performance loss and reduce contamination of Nematodirus eggs. 

Quite often the FEC will show lots of other Strongyle eggs which may well change 

your drench choice.



Q2. Is white wormer (1BZ) the best dose now?

White drench is the ‘go to’ wormer for the 1st and often 2nd dose.

Despite widespread white wormer resistance in Strongyle worms, It’s still 

effective against Nematodirus (there are a few exceptions in the UK).

It’s a cheap option when there are many lambs on the ground to dose –

and will control earlier stages of the parasite than other wormers. 

Our Answer:-

Not Always! 

If Nematodirus is the only worm being targeted then yes, white drench (1-BZ) still 

appears to be the best choice.

BUT— if other worms are present (medium or high Strongyle count), then farms 

with white drench resistance should use other effective wormers.

If Strongyle worms aren't properly controlled, then this could affect lamb 

performance and contribute to prolonged pasture contamination and higher 

worm burdens later in the season.



So, what did we learn from the project farms? 

19 lamb tests done on 7 sites before end of May

Strongyle is (purple bars) dominant in 11 out of 15 (73%) positive FEC’s

Strongyle levels are high enough in 8 out of 19 tests (42%) to warrant not using 

1BZ wormer (if resistance present)



What changed on the project sites? 

The presence of so many Strongyles therefore surprised our farmers.

Most knew white wormer wasn’t effective against Strongyle worms, therefore  

they changed to use another group which would work better for both worms. 

This resulted in better early lamb performance for many sites as detailed in some 

of the case studies.



Case Study – David Lewis, Halghton Hall

Background -

Produces 1,200 lambs from 600 ewes and 200 ewe lambs.

Jan/Feb lambing – targeting early lamb sales with lambs fed home mix creep 

feed.

Recorded high Strongyle counts in late April, this just under 3 weeks after 

giving a 1st dose of white wormer.

White wormer normally used as 2nd (and sometime 3rd) dose as it was 

Nematodirus season.

Due to suspicions of the white wormer’s resistance they were advised to use a 

Levamisole wormer (yellow 2LV) instead for this 2nd dose. 

“Since we changed wormer for the May lamb dose, based on FEC results and 

Techion’s advice the lambs have just flown, and most have been sold as 

finished lambs by the middle of August”.



Case Study – David Lewis, Halghton Hall

The impact. 

The table shows the significant shift in lamb performance 

between years. 2018 would be comparable to previous 

years.

Other factors did have an impact – grassland 

management, genetics etc.

Likelihood that high Strongyle challenge, early in the 

season, wasn’t being controlled by the routine white 

wormer in previous years (even if used multiple times) 

and was holding back lamb performance.

Estimated benefits of this performance shift ~ £2,600 

Change in lamb value over season – 100 lambs sold earlier at approximately 

£10/head difference = £1,000

Reduction in creep feed – 6/7 tonnes home mix saved = £1,400

Estimated labour savings =  £200

+ added benefit of more grass available for grazing.



A note on collecting samples

Yes, this can be challenging with young lambs!  Small pellets –

searching among long spring grass (if you’re lucky!!).

But, it is well worth the effort.

If close to pens bring them in and separate 30/40 lambs to a side pen 

for 30 minutes.



When to test and interpreting results

When?

Start testing as soon as lambs are 5/6 weeks old (no eggs before this).

Test all groups separately where feasible. Significant variation between fields, 

especially between lower and higher ground etc. as temperature is a key factor for 

the hatch.

Interpreting results

Please take care at this time of year.

Even if in the low/medium category (below 500 epg – or even 0), we still advise to 

worm against Nematodirus if there is a known history of it, evidence of clinical 

signs and the conditions are correct. 

Use the Nematodirus forecast www.scops.org.uk

Ask for help! Speak to your vet or animal health advisor. 

What wormer to use?

If no Strongyles and Nematodirus treatment needed – white wormer is fine and 

probably the best option.

Otherwise choose a wormer that is effective for Strongyles - but do you know???

http://www.scops.org.uk/


Summary

Spring parasite issues are tricky to deal with.

Yes – you can use FEC – BUT take care and you may still worm on a 0 

result.

You may be surprised what else you find.

White wormer isn’t ALWAYS the best option.

Watch out for 2nd hatch in the autumn

Future work

Continued parasite monitoring activities on some demonstration and focus sites.

Currently 3 EIP projects investigating roundworm control:

1. Roundworm control in cattle

2. Effective roundworm management in ewes in the lead up to and shortly 

after lambing, 

3. Health benefits of herbal leys. 



Diolch am wrando

Thanks for listening

Cwestiynau? / Questions?


